The Sled

The sled is red. It is Sid’s sled. Sid slid down the hill on his sled.

The Slug

Ned had a slug. The slug sat on the log. He slid on the log. He did not slip into the mud.
The Sled

The sled is red. It is Sid’s sled. Sid slid down the hill on his sled.

The Slug

Ned had a slug. The slug sat on the log. He slid on the log. He did not slip into the mud.
The Sled

The sled is bed red.
The sled is Sam’s Sid’s.
Sid slid on his slip sled.

The Slug

Ned had a sled slug.
The slug sat on the log mud.
He slid on the log sled.
Name: _______________________

The Sled

Name: _______________________

The Slug
Stan

Stan has a flower. It has a stem. Stan will give it to Sam.

The Bus Stop

Stan ran to the bus stop. He had to go up the steps. He did not stub his toe on the steps.
Stan

Stan has a flower. It has a stem. Stan will give it to Sam.

The Bus Stop

Stan ran to the bus stop. He had to go up the steps. He did not stub his toe on the steps.
Name: _______________________

Stan

Stan has a stand flower.
The flower has a stop stem.
Stan will give it to Sam Sid.
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Name: _______________________

The Bus Stop

Stan ran to the bus stop stem.
Stan had to go up the steps stand.
Stan did not stub his sled toe.
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Dot

My pup is dot. Dot likes to spin. Dot has a spot. The spot is big.

My Dog

My dog is Stan. I will snap at Stan. Stan will spin. He will snag a snack.
Dot

My pup is dot. Dot likes to spin. Dot has a spot. The spot is big.

My Dog

My dog is Stan. I will snap at Stan. Stan will spin. He will snag a snack.
Dot

My pup is Sam Dot.

Dot likes to spot spin.

Dot has a spot stop.
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My Dog

My dog is Stan Sid.

Stan will spin stop.

He will snag a sled snack.
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